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The Taylor Continental™ family just got 
bigger… 
 
Taylor has extended its industry-leading 
Continental™ range of industrial waste containers, 
with the launch of the new Continental 700. The 700- 
litre container has been designed with a lower centre 
of gravity to increase its stability during towing, and 
features a greater overall capacity compared to 
competitive products with similar dimensions. 
 
The Continental 700 is designed with towing stability in 
mind; it is one of the most stable small bins 
commercially available today. Other bins of similar capacity often have a high centre of 
gravity; by adding a sump base plate to its Continental 660, Taylor has improved the 
towing capabilities whilst also increasing the bin’s overall capacity to 700 litres. 
 
Steve Ciuffini, UK Sales Manager for Taylor, comments: “To maximise safety when towing, 
all Taylor Continental towing bins have a heavily reinforced base, heavy duty rubber tyred 
castors and a removable tow link system. The Continental 700 adds the sump base to 
these features to further increase the containers towing stability.” 
 
The Continental 700 is so compact that it can fit through a standard sized door aperture; 
despite this, it has a 700 -litre capacity, superior to the industry standard of 660-litres for 
containers of similar dimensions. The bin’s dimensions also mean that two will fit within the 
footprint of a Continental 1100, which allows for convenient waste separation where 
required. 
 
The Continental 700 was designed and tested at Taylor’s industry leading R&D centre, the 
only one of its type in Europe. The unrivalled expertise of the designers and state-of-the-art 
technology means that Taylor containers undergo a level of design and safety testing that 
other manufactures are not able to reproduce. Taylor ensures that all of its containers are 
certified to EN 840 standards before they enter production. 
 
In common with all Taylor waste and recycling containers, the Continental 700 is available 
with a number of options. These include brush lids – to help ensure clean and simple waste 
disposal, flip lids, DIN points (to EN840 standard), personalised embossing of logos and 
lettering and lid locks. A wide range of colours are available as standard for both the 
container and lid, though alternative colour requests can be catered for. 
 

 



 
About Taylor 
 
Egbert H Taylor & Company Ltd (‘Taylor’) is the world’s leading manufacturer and designer 
of wheeled, galvanised steel waste and recycling containers (metal bins) and aesthetic 
street furniture for waste & recycling.   
 
Taylor is based at its 18 Acre Oak Park site near Droitwich, 20 miles Southwest of 
Birmingham and all products are manufactured there.  The Company employs 175 people 
and is UKAS accredited to ISO 9001 (2008) and ISO 14001, and is an Investor in People. 
Taylor supplies 90% of all UK Local Authorities and the main private sector contractors.  
Taylor operates globally, supplying the waste and recycling containment infrastructure for 
entire cities and countries. 
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